back in its box, tucked it under his arm and with a last wave, left for a well-deserved vacation!

What's more fun (and more confusing) than doing an interview with one star who bubbles over with personality and talent? The answer is keeping up with four at the same time—mainly, the Bugaloos! Some of the mixup was straightened out by Caroline Ellis, who explained how everybody decided to keep the two Johns in the group from getting mixed up!

"John McIndoe is the tallest, so he's Big John to everyone," she smiled. "That makes John Philipott Little John, and it's ever so much easier, isn't it?"

After a tour of the fabulous sets (the colors are even more breathtaking than on TV if that's possible) we all had lunch together at a small Armenian restaurant right around the corner from Paramount Studios. "We eat here...

AT THIS MINUTE, the Bugaloos are on their much looked forward to public relations tour of the U.S.ward to seeing more of the United States on their upcoming promotion tour for the show.

Although they have a cook who dishes up lots of Mexican goodies for them in that big house they share, Wayne Larrye provides a change when he takes over the kitchen! "I love to cook!" he admitted, "although I shouldn't try when I'm really hungry! I spent about five hours last week putting together a fantastic dish, and by the time I was almost finished I goofed it up trying to rush it! I had to toss the whole thing out!"

But Wayne promised to come up with a simple recipe for one of his best dishes for our new "Star Recipe of the Month" feature, and if you'll check page 29 you'll see what Caroline means when she says, "Wayne is our favorite chef!"

I heard some exciting news that I couldn't wait to pass on to you! Not

MICHAEL STROKA'S favorite fan is Karen Starr, his fan club president and good close friend!

DAVID'S BROTHERS, Patrick and Shaun Cassidy, enjoy visiting on the set. They think he's the greatest!

most of the time," confided Big John, who ordered the same thing as everyone else—a Chicken Kabob which is a roll stuffed with spiced chicken and lettuce.

"We keep so busy, and of course we're together so much that none of us has had a chance to be homesick," said Little John, busily adding ketchup to the top of his sandwich. "But I do write home at least twice a week!"

Everyone in the group said their favorite thing about California was the weather, and they're all looking for-

AN UNEXPECTED VISIT by Jack Wild to the FAVE office was fun! He promised to come back soon!

only did Barry Williams sing on the Paramount album, "A Christmas Party With the Brady Bunch," but they're signed to do some solo recording real soon! "As soon as they find the right material for me," confided Barry, "I'll do some singing on my own. I'm really looking forward to it!" I know all of Barry's many fans are too, and we'll keep you posted on what's happening with his new career!

SHORT NOTES: Seen scrawled below the nameplate on Peggy Lipton's dressing room door: "Who's She?..."

Another "Mod Squad" star, Michael Cole, seems to have given up his casual look for tailored, well-cut suits and sports jackets... "Shadows" star Jonathan Frid combined business with pleasure when he had a fan mail work party at the studio recently. Twenty-five of his fans went through and sorted letters for a whole weekend. Jonathan served them refreshments and gifted each with personally autographed photos and copies of his personal picture album.

In next month's FAVE we have lots of goodies planned for you—like how you can win a very special card sent by your fave to you, and also the first of a series of stories by one of David Cassidy's closest buddies plus much, much more! Meanwhile, have a wonderful holiday!